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LIVE PERFORMANCES BY

— JD Samson with Michael O’Neill, Roddy Bottum, Caitlin Frame and Lee Free
— Macy Rodman
— BB TAY VEE

TOUR WITHOUT END

Directed, Produced and Edited by Laura Parnes.
Written in collaboration with the participants.

CAST
Matthew Asti, Lizi Bougatsos, Becca Blackwell, Christen Clifford, Adrian Dannat,
Alexandra Drewchin, Nicole Eisenman, Johanna Fateman, Jim Fletcher, Florian Franks,
Shannon Funchess, Lia Gangitano, Cy Gavin, Alessandra Genovese, Michelle
Handelman, Kathleen Hanna, KB Hardy, Andrew Haynes, Gary Indiana, Adam Khailil,
Sylvestre Leon, T De Long, Erin Markey, Tom McGrath, Eileen Myles, Rachel Mason, Neon
Music, Kembra Pfahler, Bontez Purnell, Rogelio Ramos, Sam Richardson, Kenya
Robinson, JD Samson, Rafael Sanchez, Kate Valk, Conrad Ventur.

PERFORMANCES BY
Eartheater • Fluct • Shannon Funchess • IUD • The Julie Ruin
Rachel Mason • Macy Rodman • The Younger Lovers • Youthquake

ADDITIONAL CAST
Kim Abrams, Robert Adonto, Emma Brenner, Luisa Caldwell, Xinyi Cheng, Christen
Clifford, Tall De’Mar, Josh Diamond, Angela Dimoff, Coco Dolle, Silas Drewchin, Nora
Dubdoub, Max Eisenberg, Victoria Guillem, Patti Hertling, Kerry Farias, Dila Felix, Abbe
Firelly, Greg Fox, Cy Gavin, Olivia Hall, Sigrid Lauren, Asher Lewis, Ana Lieberman,
Monica Mirabile, Erik Moskowitz, Joseph Moore, Alexander Paris, Naomi Raddatz,
Melissa Ragona, Amanda Salane, Marianne Shaneen, Dennis Sears, Darwin Sepulveda,
David Schlaegel, David Sobol, Joshua Solondz, John Stiff, Elisabeth Subrin, Amanda
Trager, Cat Tyc, Stephanie Vella, Leilah Weinraub, Samuel Weissberg, Pawel Wojtasik.
MUSIC

“Guilt”
Written by Barry Reynolds
Performed by Munchhausen
Lizzi Bougatsos, Jim Fletcher, Kate Valk

“Live Out Loud”
Written by Shannon Funchess
and Neon Music
Performed by Shannon Funchess

“Untitled (Cookie’s Birthday)”
Written by Alexander Drewchin
Performed by Alexander Drewchin

“Houses for my Secret Skies”
Written by Rachel Mason
Performed by Rachel Mason

“Always Got That Red Paint”
Written by Alexander Drewchin
Performed by Alexander Drewchin as
King Concupine

“Metamorphexlexible”
Written by Alexander Drewchin
Performed by Eartheater
Courtesy of Hausu Mountain

“We can Take it Slow”
Written by Rogelio Ramos
Performed by Rogelio Ramos

“Hey Jody”
Written by Bronte Purnell
Performed by The Younger Lovers
Bronte Purnell, Ezra Rabin, Sean Teves

“Lazy Girl”
Written by Macy Rodman
Performed by Macy Rodman

“Heart Explodes”
Written by Rachel Mason
Performed by Rachel Mason

“Untitled”
Written by Alexander Drewchin
Performed by Alexander Drewchin

“Honey Wagon”
Written by Neon Music
Performed by Youth Quake
Henry Ellis, Neon Music, Anna Wolinsky,
Stephen Zerbe

“Girls Just Wanna”
Written by Lizzi Bougatsos and Sadie
Laska
Performed by IUD
Lizzi Bougatsos and Sadie Laska
Courtesy of The Social Registry

“Birds Eye”
Written by Alexander Drewchin
Performed by Alexander Drewchin

“Untitled”
Written by Lizzi Bougatsos and Sadie
Laska
Performed by IUD
Lizzi Bougatsos and Sadie Laska

“Daddy”
Written by Lizzi Bougatsos and Sadie
Laska
Performed by IUD
Lizzi Bougatsos and Sadie Laska
Courtesy of The Social Registry

“Utterfly FX”
Written by Alexander Drewchin
Performed by Eartheater
Courtesy of Hausu Mountain

“Time is Up”
Written and Performed by The Julie Ruin
Carmine Covelli, Kathleen Hanna, Sara
Landeau, Kenny Mellman, Kathi Wilcox
Courtesy of Hardly Art Records
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Howard Gilman Foundation, In part by public funds from New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership
with the City Council and New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the
New York State Legislature.
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CREW

Director of Photography
Adam Khalil
Camera A
Sam Richardson
Camera B
Jeffrey Akers, Jack Berner, Cate Giordano, Vanessa Guilly-Santiago, Erik Moskowitz, Laura Parnes, Liz Zito, Shuang (Cookie) Yu Hua.

Assistants
Zeijika Blakisc
Shuang (Cookie) Yu Hua
Jiuxin Jin
Yasmine Laraqui
Rosana Liang
Sam Richardson
Liz Zito

Assistant Editing
Zeijika Blakisc
Glenn Fogel
Jordan Freeman
Jennifer Thomas
Kari Altmann
Adam Khalil

Sound
Zack Khalil
Anthony Simon

Sound Mix
Quentin Clappetta, Media Noise, NYC

Make Up
Naomi Radatz
Charles Zambrano

Colorist
Marcy Robinson
At BLIIINK COLOR

Costume Design
GGrippo

Poster Design
Klaus Kernenaars (xSITE)

Web Design
Alisha Bhowmik

Shot on location at:
Body Actualized, Brooklyn • Black Bear Lounge, Brooklyn • Bridget Donahue Gallery, NYC • DCTV, Dirty Looks Benefit, NYC • Hayeem Family, NYC • Hotel 17, NYC • Irving Plaza, NYC • Leon’s Zen Fusion, Delaware Water Gap, PA • Lovett/Codagnone, NYC • Media Noise, NYC and Brooklyn • PARTICIPANT Inc., NYC • Outpost, Ridgewood NY • Poppers Locarno, Ridgewood, NY • Secret Project Robots, Brooklyn • She Stadium, Brooklyn • Silent Barn, Brooklyn • Von, NYC • xSITE, NYC • Nicole’s Birthday hosted at Leidy Churchman’s Garage Space, Brooklyn

Thanks to:

Special Thanks to:
Lia Gangitano
Enat Sidi